Established 1944, Bluffton Indiana, USA. Commenced in Australia 1962.

A global leader in pumping products, technology and pumping solutions.

PUMPS • MOTORS • DRIVES • CONTROLS

Moving Water is Our Business

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Franklin Electric
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4” FPS SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS

- 18, 25, 30, 45, 60, 70, 100, 150, 200 and 270 LPM

4” FRANKLIN SUBMERSIBLE MOTORS
2 Wire, 3 Wire, 3 Phase, 3 Wire PSC

- 0.37 kW to 7.5 kW
- 240V and 415V
- Standard 304 and 316SS Constructions

SUBMERSIBLE BORE PUMPS AND MOTORS

- 13 m³/hr to 1200 m³/hr
- 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 16” Pump Ends

6” 8”, 10”, 12” SUBMERSIBLE MOTORS

- 7.5 kW to 400 kW
- 415V to 1,000V
- Motor Constructions: Standard, 304, 316 and 904L
- Hi Temp 50C Motors
- Hi Temp 75C Motors
- Hi Temp 90C Motors

MOTOR PROTECTION & CONTROLLERS

- Pumptec
- Pumptec Plus
- Submonitors
- Controllers
**SUBDRIVES**
- SD75, SD150, SD300, SD2W
- SubDrive 1100 Inline

**MH SERIES HORIZONTAL PUMPS**
- 3, 5, 9, 15 and 20 m³/hr
- 240V and 415V motor
- Press Controllers
- Pressure Switch

**END SUCTION ISO PUMPS**
- Bare Shaft
- 2 pole PMA

**VR SERIES VERTICAL MULTISTAGE PUMPS**
- 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 65 and 95 m³/hr
- 304 and 316SS constructions
- Bare VR pumps
- Round and oval flange options
- 240V and 415V motors
DRIVES
- DrivE-Tech
- 0.55 to 15 kW
- HPX
- 7.5 to 150 kW

CS BOTTOM ENTRY PUMP

ED/EDV SUMP DRAINAGE PUMPS

SOLAR
- Solar Pumps
- Motors
- Drives
- Arrays

ACCESSORIES
- Pressure Tanks
- Flow Switches
- Gauges
- Wires
- Cables
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BUILD UPS - BOOSTERS
- Single, Duplex, Triplex and Quad sets
- Horizontal Base Ups
- Vertical Base Ups With Drives

GLOBAL MANUFACTURING
USA | GERMANY | SOUTH AFRICA | BRAZIL | CZECH REP | ITALY | AUSTRALIA | MEXICO | UK | TURKEY
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Franklin Electric (Aust) Pty Ltd
106-110 Micro Circuit
Dandenong South, Vic 3175
Tel: +61 3 9799 5000
Toll Free: 1300 FRANKLIN
1300 372 655
franklinwater.com.au

UNITED STATES
Franklin Electric Co., Inc.
9255 Coverdale Road,
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46809 USA
Tel: +1.260.824.2900
Fax: +1.260.824.2909

BUILD UPS - BOOSTERS
¡  Single, Duplex, Triplex and Quad sets
¡  Horizontal Base Ups
¡  Vertical Base Ups With Drives

PUMPING SOLUTIONS that are 'better for your business'